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STOCK-ade ST-400 Staple Gun

Wire Strainer

Engineered specifically for driving heavy-duty barbed

A trusted and versatile tensioning tool for

fencing staples up to 50mm long, the ST-400 is

use on plain, high tensile or barbed wire.

suitable for all heavy duty wooden post and wire field
fencing applications.
Featuring a staple guide for precise staple
placement and adjustable depth of drive,
the ST-400 tool will improve fencing

Boundary
Strainer

speed and productivity.

Specifically designed for
use with professional

STOCK-ade Compressor
STOCK-ade Staples
STOCK-ade staples are manufactured from
heavy coat Bezinal® 2000 wire for extreme
durability in the toughest rural conditions.

The STOCK-ade petrol-driven air compressor

straining clamps and
Tornado Pro-Clamps.

is purpose-application built, portable and
energy-efficient.

Available options include barbed, for superior holding power and wire security,
and divergent pointed for hard timber.

Felco C7 Wire Cutters

Bendy Tool

The tool of choice for professionals, these spring-

The traditional and most

loaded wire cutters can cut through all types of

economical way to join and repair

fencing wire and are easy to use with one hand.

wire, the Bendy Tool is compact

Please contact Tornado for information on

and easy to use.

alternative wire cutters.
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Pro Clamp
Tornado Pro-Clamps tension netting evenly with minimal risk of
the clamp slipping. They are available in three lengths: 0.95m to
suit stock fencing, 1.25m for horse fencing, and 2m to suit deer
fencing. Pro-Clamps are available either left or right-handed,
enabling them to be used as a pair.
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Joining Sleeves
A cost-effective and

Preformed
Connectors

permanent method of

Available to suit

supplied in three sizes for

3.15mm (10g) or
2.5mm (12g) wire
diameters, these

joining all types of fencing
and wire netting, they are

Staples

high tensile and mild steel
wire.

connectors are
used for joining wire
together and are
sold in bundles of
10.

Available in plain or barbed, Tornado
staples have been specially developed for

Delta Ring Pliers

use in softwood posts; the barb resists
being pulled out even if the post dries

Vastly increase the speed at

out and splits. Both the plain and barbed

which you fasten fencing to

options are supplied in 5, 10 or 20kg re-

supporting wires.

sealable plastic buckets.

Nails
Tornado offer an extensive range of galvanised nails in a

Ultracrimp 5 in 1 Tool

variety of specifications. These are available in 25kg boxes.

The EzePull 5 in 1 Fencing Tool is used for
staple pulling, wire cutting, wire stripping,
and joining of all wire sizes. It features jaws
constructed from hardened cutlery grade
stainless steel, lightweight and compact
handles, comfortable rubber grips, and
strong double action with over-centre lever
for superior strength crimps.

Ring Magazines
These clips suit Delta Ring Pliers
and are supplied in boxes of 1000.

Side Cutting Pliers
A versatile pair of pliers that employ a parallel action for
ease of gripping, stripping and bending. The side cutters
are capable of shearing up to 2.5mm high tensile or 6mm
mild steel wire.

